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Chapter One – The news of Osman’s fall 
 

 

 

By the beginning of the seventeenth century, Europe had been closely following the news 

from the Ottoman Empire for decades. The fear of Ottoman expansion, commercial and 

strategic interests, and curiosity, made the Turkish column a regular part of oral, handwritten 

and printed news reports. An important channel for filtering stereotypical ideas, these reports 

contributed to the formation of commonplace images of the sultan and his Empire. These 

commonplaces appeared in all types of European writing, including literature. By 1622 a 

considerable stock of ideas concerning Ottoman military power, type of government, religion 

and customs circulated in the old continent. The news reports about the 1622 Istanbul 

rebellion, both Ottoman and Western, hooked onto the current stereotypes about the Turk. 

They contributed to the longevity of these stereotypes, but also brought about some 

modifications. A major novelty in this particular news was the evidence of a serious Ottoman 

internal crisis, which undermined the myth of the sultan’s unconditional authority over his 

subjects. This development urged for a reassessment of the Mediterranean power-balance in 

the light of the young sultan’s demise. Such a reflection on political contemporaneity that 

accompanies the universal, exemplary readings of the story is a quality that will recur in the 

contemporary literary versions of the story of Osman as well. This chapter looks at the news 

reports that formed the sources for contemporary literature about Osman, and at the 

commonplace ideas that most prominently figure in them. 

 

The sources 

The authors of the five Osmans drew their information and inspiration from contemporary 

news about the 1622 Istanbul uprising. Many different reports circulated on the continent in 

the months following the rebellion. Some of them arrived to Europe by land, via Belgrade, 

Buda and Vienna, and others by sea.
33

 The sea routes were faster and had a farther reach in 

the West. The powers with old ties with Istanbul, such as Venice or Ragusa, monopolized the 

                                                           

33
 Ingrid Maier and Daniel C. Waugh, ‘Reports about Sabatai Sevi and the Jewish unrest in 1665-67’, in Dooley 

(ed.), The Dissemination of News and the Emergence of Contemporaneity, 142. 
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flow of the ‘Turkish’ news. The reason was that their vessels were the swiftest means of 

transportation linking the hubs of the news production, Istanbul or Smyrna, and Venice. 

News would take an average of about forty days to travel from Istanbul to Venice, and it 

would take at least as long to reach Paris, Antwerp or Madrid.
34

 These roughly taken 

averages indicate that by August 1622 all of Europe would have known about the uprising 

that had taken place in Istanbul between 18
 
and 20 May. In fact, the news of Osman’s death 

travelled faster, appearing in print as early as in the first half of July 1622, for instance in 

London (4 July), Amsterdam (9 July), and Antwerp (13 July).
35

  

The news of Osman’s death circulated both in manuscript and in print. Geography 

played a role in the form in which the story was available. South-eastern Europe participated 

in a continent-wide cultural exchange primarily through a network of handwritten 

newsletters.
36

 In the Western countries we commonly encounter printed reports. In the second 

half of 1622 at least three different printed issues dealing with Osman’s death are available in 

England, three in the Netherlands, three in France, and four in Italy.
37

 These issues were 

oftentimes translations, compilations, or adaptations of one another, or drew information 

from a common source, usually the manuscript newsletters originating in the diplomatic and 

commercial circles. The Antwerp publisher Abraham Verhoeven for instance referred in his 

Tidings of 17 June to the letters of the Venetian bailo dated 20 May.
38

 The pamphlet entitled 

The Event of the Janissary uprising against the Great Turk Sultan Osman, with his death, 

                                                           

34
 According to Fernand Braudel’s assessment of Pierre Sardella’s data. Braudel, Mediterranean, 359-362. 

35
 See Nathaniel Butter’s A True Relation of the Murder of Osman the Great Turke and fiue of his principal 

Bashawes and of the election and coronation, (London 1622), Broer Janszoon’s Tijdinghen uyt verscheyde 

Quartieren, (Amsterdam, July 1622), also in Folke Dahl, Dutch corantos 1618-1650: a bibliography, 

(Goteborg: Stadsbibliothek, 1946), and Abraham Verhoeven Nieuwe tijdinghe, (Antwerp, 1622). 
36

 Barbarics –Hermanik, ‘Handwritten Newsletters’, 156.  
37

 In England: The Strangling and death of the Great Turke, (London: Nicholas Bourne and Thomas Archer, 

1622), Sir Thomas Roe, True and faithfvll relation, (London: Bartholomew Downes and William Sheffard, 

1622), A True Relation of the Murther of Osman the Great Turke, (London: Nathaniel Butter, 1622). The first 

two editions can be found online http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home. In the Low Countries: Tijdinghen uyt 

verscheyde Quartieren (Amsterdam: Broer Jansz., 1622), Nieuwe tijdinghe, (Antwerp: Abraham Verhoeven, 

1622), and Waerachtich Verhael, (S’Graven-haghe: Aert Meuris, 1622). In France: Le Massacre du Grand Turc, 

(Paris: Nicolas Rousset, 1622), Pacifique de Provin, Lettre du Pere Pacifique de Provin (…) Sur léstrange mort 

de grand Turc, Empereur de Constantinople, (Paris: François Huby, 1622), also at 

http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k8552275. In Italy: Relatione di tutto quello che è successo l’anno 1622 

nella gran città di Constantinopoli, (Milano: Pandolfo Malatesta, 1622), Vera relatione [relazione] del misero, 

& infelice successo della morte di Sultan Osman Imperator de Turchi, (Vicenza: Righettini, 1622), Relazione 

della morte del Gran Turco cagionata da Gianizzeri fattali dare da Sultan Mustafa al presente Grand Signore, 

(Braciano/Siena: F. Tossi, 1622),  Successo della solleuatione de Gianizzeri contra il Gran Turco, (Braciano: 

Giovani Briccio/Gio. Simbeni, 1622).  
38

 Nieuwe tijdinghe, 13 July 1622, 4. 

http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k8552275
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final blow delivered by the present Grand Signor Sultan Mustafa,
39

 dated 2 June 1622, was 

published in Rimini, ‘extracted from various letters sent to prominent persons in Ragusa and 

Venice’. This pamphlet had further reach in the form of the Truthful Relation,
40

 a direct 

German translation. There is barely any difference in content between the two, other than the 

front page and the omission of the closing line of the Italian version, which attributes the 

events to God’s infinite wisdom favouring the ‘Santa Fede Catolica’.  

Studying the content of the early modern news production, some scholars have 

observed a distinction between the periodical and non-periodical publications. Periodicals 

represented politics as a tedious, repetitive worldly process, making political quarrels all 

around the world, in Christian and in Muslim countries, appear in a similar light.
41

 The non-

periodicals, such as pamphlets, presented politics as sensational, extraordinary events, 

featuring glamorous protagonists in more elaborate narratives. The reports about the Istanbul 

rebellion of 1622 speak in favour of such a distinction. The news of Osman’s fall appeared in 

both types of publications, but it the latter category made more impact also by inspiring the 

poets to turn the story into verse. The sources of the five Osmans should be sought in the 

longer prose narratives that themselves ‘fictionalize’ the facts around the 1622 Istanbul crisis.  

The eyewitness and diplomats’ reports particularly distinguish themselves in this 

category.
42

 Amongst the Western envoys present in Istanbul during the 1622 uprising, the 

English ambassador Sir Thomas Roe, the Dutch ambassador Cornelis Haga, and the French 

missionary Pacifique de Provin were genuinely under the impression of the street riots and 

the commotion in the Istanbul streets they had witnessed, and swiftly dispatched their 

missives back home. They all labelled the events they had seen a tragedy, and produced 

emotional narratives that interpret the universal, political, and social impact of Osman’s 

destiny, in a fashion similar to the literary Osmans.
 
These reports were also published, 

becoming the most influential sources on the story of Osman’s death in the West. A 

publication was not always the author’s intention. While Cornelis Haga, who regularly sent 

                                                           

39
 Successo della sollevatione de Gianizzeri, Contra il Gran Turco Sultan Osman, Con la morte di quello, fatali 

dare da Sultan Mustafa al presente Gran Signore, (Braciano and Rimini: Giovani Briccio, 1622). 
40

 Warhaffte Relation. Was gestalt zu Constantinopel die Janitscharn gemeutert/ den Sultan Osman gefangen 

genommen/ den Mustapha zu einem Sultan auffgeworfen/ welcher den 2. Junij den Osman Strangulieren lassen: 

AusTürckische Relation/ Oder Gründlicher Bericht/ welcher massen zu Constantinopel vnter den Spachi, 

Janitscharen vnd anderm Türckischen Kriegsvolck/ wider jhren Käyser Sultan Oßman/ sich den 8. (18.) May 

dieses lauffenden 1622, (Nurnberg: Simon Halbmayern, 1622). 
41

 Johannes Weber, ‘The Early German Newspaper - A Medium of Contemporaneity’, in Dooley (ed.), The 

Dissemination of News and the Emergence of Contemporaneity, 79. 
42

 For relation between early modern diplomat writing and literature see Hampton, Fictions of Embassy. 
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dispatches to the States General,
43

 was probably unaware that his letters from May to July 

1622 had leaked into the press,
44

 to the seemingly anonymous Dutch pamphlet entitled the 

True Story, of the noteworthy events that recently took place in Constantinople, with the 

origin of Turkish Kings or Sultans of Ottoman line till the day of today,
45

 Pacifique de Provin 

urged to have his Letter concerning the Strange Death of the Grand Turk, the Emperor of 

Constantinople (Paris, 1622) as widely disseminated as possible.
46

 This report became the 

ultimate source for both Osman plays from the Low Countries.  

Since Provin’s Letter appeared in several publications, Coppée and Kemp probably 

used different editions for their plays. Coppée based his play either on the printed issue of 

Provin’s letter, or on version that appeared in the early gazette Le Mercure François. As of 

1605, Le Mercure contained a regular column with the news from the Ottoman territories, 

and thus became one of the chief sources of information about the Turks in France. Coppée 

could have found the story in the 1623 volume, which combined the report of the de Provin 

with the reports of the French ambassador Comte de Césy, also an eyewitness of the events. 

Coppée fully based his play on one of these publications.
47

  

As far as Kemp’s sources are concerned, the situation is more complicated. Kemp 

mentioned in his address to the readers that he had found the story about Osman in a printed 

account.
48

 This statement led the Dutch literary scholar C.G. Brouwer to assume that this 

account was the Dutch pamphlet, the True Story, based on Haga’s reports.
49 

My research, 

however, has shown that this was not Kemp’s main source. Only a small portion of this 

pamphlet deals with the events that took place between 17 and 20 May 1622, while more 

attention goes to the aftermath of the rebellion. The spelling of the names of places and 

                                                           

43
 These missives are in the State Archives in The Hague, Algemeen Rijksarchief, inv. nos. 6893 -6896. 

44
 For more on this topic see Paul Knevel, Het Haagse Bureau, zeventiende-eeuwse ambtenaren tussen 

staatsbelang en eigenbelang, (Amsterdam: Prometheus/Bakker, 2001). 
45

 Waerachtich Verhael, van die notabele gheschiedenissen onlangs tot Constantinopel ghebeurt/ met de 

afkomste van Turcksche Keyseren ofte Sultanen van den Osmansche Geslachte tot op den tegenwoordigen / etc.  

KB, Knuttel 3324a (Dutch National Royal Library;  Tempo database: 

http://tempo.idcpublishers.info/protected/adobepdf/H-2500-03324A/03324A.pdf). 
46

 Lettre du Pere Pacifique de Provin, Predicateur Capucin, estant de present à Constantinople, enuoyee au 

R.P. Ioseph le Clerc, Predicateur de mesme Ordre, et Deffiniteur de leur Prouince de Tours. Sur léstrange mort 

de grand Turc, Empereur de Constantinople, (Paris, 1622). Available online: 

http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k8552275.  
47

 Clarence Dana Rouillard, The Turk in French History, Thought and Literature, (Paris: Boivin, 1941),  493. 
48

 ‘Beminde Lesers, om U.E. te berichten de rechte eygenschap deses Treur-spels, dient aenghemerckt dat ick 

hebbe ghevolcht, sooveel my doenlijck was, de beschrijvinghe daervan in druck tot mynen handen ghecomen.’ 

A. Kemp, Osman, (ed. Bouwer), 15. 
49

 Cees Brouwer, afterword to A. Kemp’s Osman, in Sultan Osman (1623) & Bedroge bedriegers (1646): 

Turkse tragedies van Kemp en Kroes, (Amsterdam: D'Fluyte Rarob, 1994), 287-289. 

http://tempo.idcpublishers.info/protected/adobepdf/H-2500-03324A/03324A.pdf
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k8552275
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protagonists does not match that in Kemp’s play (for instance Chislar/Queissilar). Besides, 

many of the episodes of Kemp’s play do not feature in this pamphlet: Osman’s ominous 

dream that he lets Mustafa interpret, Silactar sneaking out of the Palace carrying Osman’s 

letter to the Pasha of Cairo, Dahout cutting off Osman’s ear and wrapping it into a 

handkerchief to present it to Mustafa as a proof of his nephew’s death. If we assume that it is 

unlikely that all this was a product of Kemp’s fantasy, it is likely that Kemp used another 

proto-text for his source. This text was, again, Provin’s Letter.
    

 
The storyline of Provin’s account is the same as in Kemp’s play, in almost exactly the 

same order of episodes. The cast also coincides: Kemp, just like Provin, presented Queissilar 

Aga, Capi Aga and Silictar Aga as the leaders of the rebellion, and Janissary Aga and Ussin 

Basha as Osman’s supporters. The connection between Kemp’s play and Provin’s Letter is 

obvious from Osman’s dream, in which the camel on which he travels to Mecca disappears 

under him, leaving him with only the reins in his hands, the same as in Kemp’s play (I, 12). 

Provin mentions Osman’s letter to the Pasha of Cairo, his conversation with the rebels from a 

palace balcony, Mustafa’s refusal to drink sherbet for fear of poison. All these motives are 

present in Kemp’s Osman. A great number of details, such as numbers, also match with those 

stated by Provin. Kemp’s Osman for instance complains that instead of 40,000 conscripted 

soldiers only 8,000 came to fight in Poland (I, 1, 59-60), just as many as in Provin’s report (p. 

8). In Provin’s text Iannisaire Aga offers 60 ‘zequins’ to each of the rebels, ‘qui sont plus de 

soixante escus’ (p. 17). In Kemp’s play the same sum figures in the domestic currency: sixty 

zecchini amount to 200 gulden.
50

 This is different from the ‘100 gouwe ducaten’ mentioned 

in the True Story (A3v).
          

 
The question remains which edition of Provin’s text Kemp used. The answer lies in a 

chronicle covering the period between 1603 and 1624, entitled Memorandum, or a Short 

Story about the Most Memorable Ecclesiastic and Secular Events,
51

 by the Dutch Contra-

Remonstrant theologian Willem Baudartius (1565-1640). Baudartius was acquainted with 

                                                           

50
 Elck ‘tsestich gouw’ Zecquijns ghy tot vereering crijcht, 

Indien ghy weltevreen van dees oproering swijcht. 

Tweehondert gulden is ’t! (...) Kemp, Osman, III, 8, vss. 1040-1041. 
51

 Willem Baudartius, Memoryen ofte cort verhael der gedenck-weerdichste so kercklicke als werltlicke 

gheschiedenissen van Nederland, Vranckrijck, Hooghduytschland, Groot Britannyen, Hispanyen, Italyen, 

Hungaryen, Bohemen, Savoyen, Sevenburghen ende Turkyen, van den iaere 1603. tot in het iaer 1624, Zutphen, 

second edition 1624-1625. Copies are available in the University Libraries in Amsterdam and in Leiden.  
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Cornelis Haga’s secretary Ernst Brinck (1582-1649),
52

 and regularly incorporated Ottoman 

news in his chronicles. When it came to the story about Osman II, however, Baudartius 

included a Dutch translation of Provin’s Letter. In the Memorandum a ‘cultural translation’ of 

the French source had been applied to this Dutch version of the text. For instance, sixty 

zeccinos had already become 200 guilders, and Provin’s pro-monarchist commentary had 

been omitted.
53

 
 

Kemp followed the translation of Provin as it appears in Baudartius’s Memorandum. 

The episode in which Osman violates the graves of his father and son to plunder the sacred 

treasures illustrates the close link between the three texts. Provin mentioned the royal turban 

with five of six heron feathers, with diamonds of great value from the grave of his son, 

together with a heavy necklace (carquant) of gold and diamonds. In Baudartius’ version, 

Osman plundered ‘five or six costly feathers from the royal Turban, together with lovely 

diamonds of greatest value, and, from [the grave of] his young son who had recently died, a 

large golden carquant with stones’.
54

 In Kemp’s play Osman exclaims:  

There are the feathers from the turban, all embroidered 

With lovely diamonds of greatest value. 

And there is a carquant full of precious stones, 

Of my son who died recently (…)
55

 

 

Nevertheless, there is also a link between Kemp’s play and the missives of Cornelis Haga. A 

large part of The True Story, the pamphlet based on Haga’s missives, were also compiled in 

Baudartius’s Memorandum, especially in the description of the aftermath of the rebellion (p. 

68-70). The most conspicuous legacy of Haga in Kemp’s play is the character of Osman’s 

mother Thiossem/Theiossem, who plays no role in Provin’s text. Kemp presented her as a 

mistress of black magic, the same role as mentioned by Haga and reported in Baudartius.
56

 

                                                           

52
 Claudia Swan, ‘Birds of paradise for the sultan: Early seventeenth-century Dutch-Turkish encounters and the 

uses of wonder’ in De Zeventiende Eeuw 29-1 (2013), 62. 
53

 Baudartius mentions ‘60 Zequis dat by naest twee honderdt Guldens hier te land is’. Memoryen, 66. 
54

 ‘Daer en boven tradt hy (twelck seer qualijck genomen wiert) int Graf van zijn Vader Achmet, afnemende 

vanden Conincklicken Turban vijf of ses kostlijcke Veders met schooner Diamanten van grooten valeur, ende 

van zijnen jongen Zone die onlanghs gestorven was, een groote Gouden Carquant met Ghesteenten.’ Baudartius, 

Memoryen, 63. 
55

  ‘Daer zijn de Veders van den Turbant, heel beseyt 

Met Diamanten schoon van grooter weerdicheyt. 

En daer is een Carquant vol Edele Ghesteenten 

Mijn corts ghestorven Soons (…)’. Kemp, Osman, I, 11, vss. 294-297. 
56

 Compare the quotes from The True Story: ‘Men heeft het altijt daer voor gehouden dat dita Thiossem een 

groote Maisteresse is van gelijke stregerie die hier onder de Arabische, Egyptische ende Mauritaensche Magen 

ende Astrologen dapper in swanck gaet’ (B2v), and Baudartius’s Memories: ‘Men heeft het daer voor altijt 
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The Dutch pamphlet was indirectly Kemp’s second source, probably without his knowing, 

and his play is based on the compilation of information from the Dutch and the French 

envoys in Istanbul, as it appears in Baudartius’s chronicle.  

While it is possible to trace the sources for the Netherlandish plays, the texts from the 

Balkan authors leave us with many unresolved questions. The only author who indicated 

where the news came from was Ivan Tomko Mrnavić. His Osmanschica is based upon oral 

relays from the Ottoman Balkan territories. The Rome-based Catholic cleric Mrnavić was on 

a mission in Croatian and Bosnian lands in 1622. In the introduction of his Osmanschica he 

stated that, during his travels, he had ‘listened to, and for a great part also witnessed the 

strange, supernatural events that had taken place in Turkish countries, of the Turkish-Polish 

wars and on the uprising of 1622, and subsequently decided to put them into verse’.
57

 His 

play contains many features of the folklore of Bosnian Muslim population. Nevertheless, 

Mrnavić had access to pontifical and other communications as well. Interestingly, the stories 

of Balkan miracles and catastrophes of 1620 that feature in Osmanschica appeared in print 

first in Rome, and later in France, in a pamphlet entitled Monstres prodigieux advenus en la 

Turquie, depuis l’année de la comète jusqu’en l’an present 1624.
58

 In this publication, the 

judge (kadi) of Belgrade, also one of the main characters of Osmanschica, witnessed the 

Balkan omens and warned Osman about them, just like in Mrnavić’s play. The French 

version of the pamphlet also contains time references related to the Bosnian catastrophes. 

Mrnavić mentions only those events that allegedly took place before 1622, and not those 

from the period 1623-1624, which can help us date Osmanschica around the second half of 

1622.  

The direct source for the story of Osman’s death in Gundulić’s Osman remains 

unknown. As a member of the Dubrovnik government the poet had access to secret 

correspondence as well as to the merchants’ reports on Ragusan ships. As of the sixteenth 

century, the Republic was one of the world’s main suppliers of news from Istanbul, with a 

network of consulates throughout the Mediterranean world. According to a Spanish 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

ghehouden, dat de boven genoemde Theiossem een groote Meestersse is van de dusdanige tooverijen, die onder 

de Arabissche, Egyptissche ende Mauritanissche Magos ende Astrologos dapper in swanck gaen’ (p. 69). 
57

 ‘Mimossastna litta duguyuchi dugovanya gospodska po krainah Harvatskih i Bosanskih, i slissah i dobar dil 

gledah çudne zgodde prikonaravske, koese zgodisse u to dobba po Turaçkih darxavah velikim strahom i 

smetenyem puka nyihova, a navlas kada po razmiryu i razboyu meu Lehi i Turci, ovi sminostyu igdare 

slissanome meu nyima, smaknusse svoega Sultana Osmana.’ Mrnavić, Osmanschica, 3.  
58

 A Paris, chez Jean de Bordeaux, jouxte la copie imprimée a Rome par Loys Grignani, 1624. (BNF J 19954 

and 24669), also in Maurice Lever Canards sanglants, La naissance du fait divers, (Paris: Fayard, 1993), 489-

497. 
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informant, in 1573 Dubrovnik was considered to be the best place in the world to get the 

news about the sultan.
59

 Some sources even state that the Ragusan government issued orders 

to their emissaries in Istanbul to prevent foreign ships from leaving the Ottoman capital 

before the Ragusan vessels, so that the latter could be the first ones to carry the news from the 

Ottoman Empire and distribute it further westwards to the Holy See, Spain or Venice.
60

 

Ragusa played a role in the dissemination of the story of Osman as well, as Briccio’s 

pamphlet The Event of the Janissary Uprising (Successo della sollevatione de Gianizzeri, 

1622) states on the cover page that the first reports that spread around Italy were brought by 

Ragusan ships. Nevertheless, in the City Archive of Dubrovnik there is no written document 

preserved containing the news about the crisis of 1622.
61

  

The Ottoman government also closely followed what was going on in the world. 

Some contemporaries even claimed that the seventeenth-century Ottoman officials were 

better informed about Europe that vice versa.
62

 We know little about the dissemination of 

news within the Empire in circles other than the ruling echelon, but the dervish lodges 

(tekke), such as the one Dede belonged to, are known to have played an important role in the 

making and dissemination of Ottoman culture. The lodges were the major hubs of cultural 

exchange and exchange of information, and the place where people read and discussed news 

reports.
63

 These reports were the official, sultanic decrees, manuscript communications, or 

oral stories. The dervish Dede was therefore probably promptly and well informed about the 

events that had taken place in the Ottoman capital, by a letter or an oral account. 

Interestingly, his version of the story greatly resembles the one by Hussein Tuği, a retired 

Janissary who was an eyewitness of the rebellion (and participated in it). Although his 

source(s) of information remain(s) unknown, he was probably close to the Janissary milieu, 

and, having in mind the elaborateness and precision of the account, present in Istanbul at the 

time of rebellion.  

In sum, the reports that inspired the five Osmans are all based on different kinds of 

eyewitness accounts from Istanbul. The authors of these accounts relied on their own 

                                                           

59
 Mirjana Polić-Bobić Medju križom i polumjesecom: dubrovačke dojave španjolskome dvoru o Turcima u  

XVII stoljecu, (Zagreb: Ljevak, 2000), 13. 
60

 Polić-Bobić, Medju križom i polumjesecom, 79. 
61

 Ivana Brković has pointed to me the possibility that these documents were removed from the Dubrovink 

Archives in the 19
th

 century, probably by one of the scholars doing research on Gundulić. They have been lost 

ever since. 
62

 Barbarics –Hermanik, ‘Handwritten Newsletters’, 156. 
63

 Suraiya Faroqhi, The Subjects of the Sultan, Culture and Daily Life in the Ottoman Empire, (London/New 

York: IBTauris, 2011), 61, 185-186. 
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observation, but also on their Turkish friends, informants and translators (dragomans).
64

 The 

authenticity of the sources, however, did not contribute to an objective reporting. The authors 

of the narratives about Osman’s death also adopted a clear attitude towards the events they 

reported. These attitudes sometimes ‘extend the observed facts to criticism suggested by 

them’
65

 and sometimes they can be qualified as a deliberate propaganda. The ethnocentric 

perspective in the contemporary texts about the 1622 Ottoman uprising did not pertain only to 

confrontation of the Christian and the Ottoman world. Despite the legacy of what one could 

today call ‘Self-Othering’ between the West and the East, it would be wrong to imagine that 

an Ottoman conflict was experienced solely in terms of a cultural difference and 

confrontation. On the contrary, even the most anti-Ottoman Western reports express a feeling 

of discomfort with the idea that an internal political conflict was universally possible, rather 

than gloat over the internal squabble that had left the Ottoman Empire weakened. A crisis in 

the enemy ranks posed a challenge to determine the force that deserves the most outspoken 

criticism. The role of the culprit shifted together with the focus of the argumentation in each 

text, from the Devil to all Turks, from the Turks to the sultan, from the sultan to the corrupted 

elite, from the elite to the mob, and from the mob back to Devil again. Osman’s destiny 

provoked many feelings at the same time, from resentment to the Turks to the awe of God, 

from fear of a popular uprising, to sympathy with the youth who was not up to his role. The 

mixed feelings were expressed in the four fields of associations with which this news 

particularly strongly correlated: the rhetoric of civilizational confrontation, moral 

undermining of the Turks, relations between the providential and the human agency in 

history, and observations of political order and disorder.  
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Commonplaces 

The Enemy 

One of the oldest and the most over-encompassing Western stereotypes about the Turk 

presented him as the Enemy of the Christian world. Such an image initially formed part of the 

medieval rhetoric of bipolar military and religious confrontation between the Christians and 

the Infidel peoples (Turks, Arabs, Jews, and Saracens). The commonplaces about the Infidels 

stood in sharp contrast to representations of Christian virtues, expressed in the context of 

opposition, hostility, division, clash and irreconcilable difference. The Ottomans, especially 

the sultans, regularly appeared in this context in the Western press. The reports on the 

progress and the outcome of Ottoman campaigns and accompanying correspondence 

oftentimes adopted such ‘rhetoric of clash’, for instance the True copies of the insolent, 

cruell, barbarous, and blasphemous letter lately written by the Great Turke, for denouncing 

of warre against the King of Poland: and of the magnanimous, and most christian answere 

made by the said king thereunto. With a short preface, declaring the vniust cause on which 

this Turkish tyrant, and faithlesse enemy of Christendome, now layeth hold to inuade it, 

London, 1621.
66

  

The topos of the Enemy entailed presenting Ottoman identity as a package of moral 

flaws, usually expressed in religious terms. The wide-spread image of the ‘Terrible Turk’ 

underscored the moral perversion of the sultan and, by extension, his subjects, by creating a 

link between immorality and Muslim religion. The sultan became an Antichrist-like figure, 

while his military power, generally accepted to be one of the greatest powers in the world, 

assumed diabolical features. As an outcome, a clash between the Christian and the Ottoman 

forces was depicted in terms of the battle between the good and the evil. The moral 

dichotomy can be seen from the animal allegories and metaphors, in which the Christians 

appeared as lions or eagles while the Turks featured as the ‘hellish’ creatures, centaurs, 

dragons or serpents.
67
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Illustration 3 - Hans von Aachen, The Battle of Kronstadt [Brașov] (1603/04), parchment mounted on 

canvas, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, Austria. From the series of allegories of the Turkish Wars 

that served as Habsburg propaganda. The complicated allegorical imagery includes the beast with 

seven heads from the apocalypse representing the Ottoman, and the lion representing the Christian 

forces. 

 

 

The clear dichotomy between the Christians and the Infidels became more complicated 

following the Reformation in sixteenth-century Europe. Both the Protestant and the Catholic 

camps started using the Turk as a point of reference to express their antipathy towards one 

another. The commonplace of Ottoman Infidelity gained different meanings in Protestant and 

Catholic Europe. In the Dutch Republic, for instance, the Protestant rebels (geuzen) adopted 

the half-moon as their symbol as well as the motto ‘rather Turkish than Popish’ (liever Turks 

dan Paaps),
68

 indicating not so much their admiration for the Turks as their resentment 

towards the Spaniards.
69

 After the outbreak of the Thirty Years’ War in Germany and 

Bohemia in 1618, the anti-Catholic forces in France, the Netherlands, Bohemia and 

Transylvania, presented the Ottomans as their potential ally against the Papists (epitomized 

primarily in the Habsburg dynasty). The Pontificate on their part sharpened both the anti-

Turkish and anti-Protestant propaganda, bringing them together under the image of the 

Mother Church trying to heal the world from all kinds of dissent.
70

     

 The calls for a new crusade played a part in the expression of such an idea.
 
The 
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Counter-Reformation propaganda often resorted to the old image of the battle of the 

opposites, especially when it was necessary to justify plans to reconquer the whole continent 

and re-establish papal authority as far as Jerusalem and Constantinople.
71

 For a whole stream 

of authors and pamphleteers Osman’s death seemed to signal that the time had come to start a 

new crusade. The author of The Massacre of the Great Turk (Paris, 1622),
72

 a pamphlet 

containing the tidings about the revolt in the Ottoman capital, elaborated that King Louis XIII 

needed to fulfil an ancient prophecy by ‘planting the lily’ in Constantinople.
73

 Reclaiming the 

ancient Christian territories from the barbarian Infidels, Louis should thus finally erase the 

Ottoman race.
74

 The militant spirit of the Catholic renewal had received a new impulse in 

January 1622 with the establishment of a new, Jesuit–run office called the Sacred 

Congregation for the Propagation of Faith (Sacra Congregatio de Propaganda Fide). The 

main role of the Congregation was to facilitate the evangelization of peoples, also those in the 

Balkans and further east. Conspicuously, two of the authors who wrote about Osman’s 

demise were directly related to this institution: Pacifique de Provin and Ivan Tomko Mrnavić. 

Provin addressed his letter about Osman’s death to his patron, Father Joseph (Joseph du 

Tremblay, 1577-1638), one of the Congregation’s chief advisors, the author of a Latin anti-

Turkish poem, the Turciade, and one of the propagators of the expulsion of the Turk from 

Europe.
75

 While Joseph and other French supporters of this idea saw King Louis XIII as the 

‘liberator’ from the Turkish presence, Mrnavić, who likely personally knew Joseph, rather 

saw the Habsburg rulers in this role. Many of the Slavic Catholic authors, including 

Gundulić, opted for the Polish prince Wladislaus Waza (1595-1648).   

 The Ottomans also expressed themselves about other peoples in terms of religious 

distinction. They referred to the Christians as the Infidels (gâvur), while their Muslim 

enemies (the non-Sunni Muslims) stereotypically figured as heretical, exotic, effeminate, and 

inferior peoples.
76

 The state propaganda presented the sultan as a universal divine ruler, 
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favouring expansionist politics. The commonplace reason for the sultan’s supremacy over 

other rulers was the supremacy of Islam over other religions.
77

 Yet the Ottomans on their part 

left little record of an interest in the world outside of their empire, depicting it in vague and 

antiquated terms. Nevertheless, there is evidence that such an interest existed, together with 

an awareness of their image in the eyes of the Europeans. In the Ottoman-centric vision of the 

world, the European powers were either downplayed to emphasize the Ottoman superiority, 

or praised in order to be able to justify an Ottoman loss or to be proud of an Ottoman 

victory.
78

 The historian Peçevi, however, in 1621 painted a different picture, quoting an 

Ottoman dignitary who chided his colleague who underestimated the Christian enemy during 

Osman’s Polish campaign of 1620-1621: 

For infidels are one people: Austrians, Russians, Cossacks, Hungarians, and also the 

Franks. Even the Pope of Rome will help them, if not with soldiers then with money, 

if not with money then with soldiers, all Infidels stand together on behalf of their 

faith, with no exception they all give their hearts for unity.
79

  

 

Ironically, this was exactly the opposite of how the Christians saw the situation. The 

Christians were constantly complaining about the rupture in their forces. At the time of 

Osman’s death, Europe was coping with religious wars between Catholics and Protestants. 

Mutual hostilities presented a debilitating factor in the relation to the Turkish threat, both as a 

moral and as a strategic problem. The Ottoman crisis of 1622 therefore triggered reflection on 

an internal discord. Most Western news reports about these events underline that this crisis 

presents a welcome break for the Christian world torn apart by internal conflicts. The London 

publishers Archer and Bourne commented in the summer of 1622 that ‘the Great Turke is 

dead so opportunely, whereby there is hope that Europe shall be preserved from their 

inuasion’, revealing a belief that Europe was deemed lost to the Ottomans. They praised the 

Lord for ‘putting a hook in the nostrils of Leviathan,’ and keeping the Turk from ‘deuoring 
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poore Christians, who are yet in Arms to deuour one another’.
80

 Claiming that only a 

combination of unity and God’s support can save Christianity against the powerful enemy, 

the English ambassador in Istanbul Sir Thomas Roe warned around the same time: 

For I dare not hope, that God will open the eyes of Christian Princes to see the 

littlenesse of their owne vnciuill quarrels, while this mighty Monarchy inuiteth them to 

Concord, and to diuide it as a prostituted spoile.
81

  

The underlying image of armed clash, impending confrontation, and allying in strongest 

formation against the powerful enemy is implicitly present in all 1622 reports from Istanbul. 

Such a formula also solidified the commonplace image of the power of the opponent. The 

Grand Turk was deemed invincible, governing vast territories, with endless resources at his 

disposal. Osman’s stupendous treasures were larger than ‘a Frenchman could even 

imagine’.
82

 His army consisted of a wide array of unconditionally loyal and supremely 

disciplined warriors. Such an image based on three components: violence, arrogance and 

splendour, exactly coincided with how the Ottoman court strove to profile the Ottoman ruling 

dynasty.
83

  

 

The Barbarian 

Westerners were always curious about the mighty Ottoman enemy, and were trying to find 

out more about the sultan and his people. Both realistic and fantastic descriptions of the 

Ottoman territories, customs and costumes formed a popular read in the West. The sixteenth- 

and the seventeenth-century press abounded with genealogies of the Ottoman dynasty and 

treatises on the origin of the Turks. Similar information also appears in Gundulić’s, 

Mrnavić’s, and Kemp’s texts about Osman II. Such treatises often depict the Ottomans as 
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barbarians, a people wilder and less ‘civilized’ than the Western peoples.
84

 In the humanists’ 

writings for instance the Turks are typically presented either as descendants of the Trojans, a 

people whose heritage rivals the Greek heritage of the Europeans, or as illegitimate, 

uncivilized barbarians from Scythia who broke through the Caspian gates.
85

 This type of 

associations pertained to the ‘political and moral realm – the question of political pedigree 

and nobility of character’, rather than Muslim identity. The image of the Barbarian 

nevertheless did tie into the religion-based image of the Infidel. Such a combination resulted 

in a hybrid image of Turk as the Violator of Christian sanctuaries, accompanied by a 

particularly vicious imagery of Ottomans destroying, looting and pillaging Christians’ shrines 

in most brutal ways, turning churches into horse stables, raping nuns and engaging in similar 

cruel acts.
86

  

Turkish barbarism stereotypically manifests itself in the excessive behaviour that 

results from the absence of a cultural restraint. The alleged illegitimate origin of the Turks 

was thus interrelated with a series of bad habits and traits. The supposedly boundless sexual 

appetites of the sultans were one of the favourite Western topoi. According to the London 

pamphlet by Archer and Bourne for instance (1622), Osman’s father Ahmed had three 

hundred wives and concubines. The Turks also figured as an inherently cruel people. Western 

travellers left vivid testimonies of punishments and executions they saw on the Ottoman 

territory, keeping alive the general fear of the Turk.
87

      

 The stereotype of the inherent and unnatural cruelty of the Turks also found 

expression in the Western representations of the Ottoman state system. The sultan’s palace 

stereotypically figured as the home of the worst type of government, tyranny. The sultan 

himself was imagined to arbitrarily rule an empire of slaves, without any legitimate nobility 

who could restrain him with laws.
88

 The practice of royal fratricide served as a supreme proof 

of the tyrannical nature of the Ottoman government, which over time became synonymous 
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with a particularly irrational, oriental version of tyranny – despotism.
89

 A typical image of 

this type of terror comes from the Venetian bailo in Istanbul Morosini (1585), who says that 

the sultan can not only decide on the death of anyone among his subjects, but he is so 

powerful that he can make them go willingly to their death.
90

 Another pamphlet, entitled 

Tragic History (Histoire Tragique, contenant au vray les cruautez (…)) printed in 1608 in 

Lyon, reports an imaginary incident in which sultan Ahmed I, Osman’s father, orders one of 

his Pashas to kill himself in front of the gathered ambassadors, just to prove that he was the 

most obeyed monarch in the world. When the other Turkish officials see this, they start 

killing themselves one by one, governed by the sheer fear for their sultan.
91

  

While Westerners commonly associated the sultan’s rule with tyranny, their ideas 

about the Ottoman subjects diverged. Some considered them to be most devoted and 

unconditionally loyal to their lord, while others stressed the absence of a ‘natural respect’ for 

their sovereign. The rebellion against Osman II spoke in favour of the latter image, and 

provoked the claim that regicide runs in the blood of the Ottoman people. Such a 

qualification was often presented in a morally charged contrast to European states, serving as 

an example to underline one’s position in the domestic political debates. The French 

publisher Rousset commented that Osman’s fate illustrates that ‘the life of a king is precious 

even with Barbarian nations’.
92

 According to his compatriot Provin, Osman’s destiny serves 

as an exemplary warning in favour of a constitutional monarchy: 

This is how in a kingdom without legitimate princes to support the party of their King 

against the raging of the mob, one person can tear it all down: we should see in these 

misfortunes of our neighbours how beneficial this Supreme Court of Parliament is, 

which was always so fervently protecting our Kings, and so rigorously opposed 

everyone who in written and spoken word wanted to bereave us of his authority.
 93
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Although the image of the Ottoman sultan usually contained few positive elements, 

Westerners equally strongly condemned the renegades as the cruellest and most violent sort 

of Turks. This image pertained both to willing converts and to devşirme recruits, Christian 

boys who underwent a (usually) forceful conversion and then made it big in the Ottoman 

palace hierarchy.
94

 Venetian Lazzaro Soranzo for instance observed that natural Turks are not 

so evil, while the renegades are of a most wicked sort. Nevertheless, this was good for the 

Christian world, reflected Soranzo. Such evil renegades ‘will easily overturn the state upside-

down, with the total and utter overthrow of that Empire’.
95

 Along the same lines, René de 

Lucinge in The Beginning, Continuance, and Decay of Estates (1606) suggested that the one 

of the best ways to beat the sultan is to turn his own subjects against him. According to him, 

there was a chance that the Janissaries would turn against their sultans and eventually start 

executing them.
96

 The crisis of 1622 showed that such an assessment was more realistic than 

generally expected.  

 

Divine intervention 

In early modern times historical events, including those in which the Turks played a role, 

related to perceptions of history as part of a divine scheme. Many Westerners saw the 

Ottoman presence in Europe in terms of a divine plan, as punishment for the sins of 

Christians. Christian victories over the Ottoman forces were celebrated as manifestations of 

God’s grace and His hand in the course of human history. 
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Illustration 4 - Veronese, The Battle of Lepanto (c. 1572), oil on canvas, 169 x 137 cm, Gallerie 

dell'Accademia, Venice 
 

 

Osman’s death was also seen as an outcome of Divine intervention. The British pamphlet The 

Strangling and death (1622) announces on the front page the story of Osman as ‘a wonderful 

story’ that manifests ‘the Glory and Providence of God in the Preservation of Christendome 

in these troublesome times’. Western pamphleteers mostly related Osman’s death to 

predictions of the end of the Ottoman line. Rousset, Archer and Bourne claimed that the force 

of the crescent was starting to dim and would soon be turned into the ‘dust from which it was 

born in the first place’. Butter’s coranto True Relation (1622) attributed the imminent end of 

the Ottomans to the fulfilment of an old prophecy saying that the thirteenth sultan (Mustafa) 

would be the last of the Ottoman dynasty, before it would be passed into the hands of the 

Tatar kings. Most of the Western pamphleteers agreed that God was doing Christianity a 

favour by allowing for Osman’s death. Briccio’s Italian pamphlet The Event of the Janissary 

Uprising against the Great Turk Sultan Osman (1622) was explicit in belief in the 

providential nature of these events, because the Ottomans were from then onwards less likely 

to be resume war against the Christians: 

All of this has perhaps been allowed by God for the benefit of Christianity, because it 

is to be hoped that this one (sultan) will not be agitated by such a bellicose fury, as 
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was the previous one, whose blood, boiling with excessive rage against us, threatened 

us with great harm.
97

 

In a world perception in which history forms part of a divine plan, different signs were seen 

as predictors of the future. Numerous Western publications about the 1622 Istanbul crisis 

include the ‘prognostications’ based on the cataclysmic events, comets, natural disasters, or 

Osman’s ominous dream announcing his demise. These signs were understood as a 

confirmation of divine power as the force behind the chain of earthly events. According to 

Archer and Bourne for instance, no less than a blazing comet, a great fire amongst the Jews, 

an earthquake with the sea swelling extraordinarily, and a devastating famine had stricken 

Istanbul in the winter and spring 1622.
98

 Mrnavić drew a great portion of material for his 

Osmanschica from a publication that brought oddities and abnormalities of nature in relation 

to political actuality, The Turkish Monsters, (Monstres prodigieux advenus en la Turquie, 

depuis l’année de la comète jusqu’en l’an present, Rome, 1624). The same publication 

reports a child born in a Muslim village near Šibenik (Mrnavić’s hometown) with such 

deformities that the local priests considered the infant to be a collection of signs sent from 

heaven, representing the general state of the Ottoman Empire. The child’s three horns thus 

represented three sides of the world over which the sultan has power (Asia, Europe, Africa), 

his three eyes triple vigilance to keep this Empire, one nostril pointed to the exclusiveness of 

the Mahomet’s law, reversed feet to the Empire’s future decadence.
99

  

Osman’s dream is also present both in Ottoman and in Western sources as a signifier 

of the young sultan’s future fate. The Ottoman chronicler Tuği reports that one night in May 

1622 Osman had a dream. In this dream he was sitting on his throne reading the Quran, when 

‘the Prophet appeared, snatched the Noble Pages away from the sultan’s hands, took his 

kaftan, and gave him a hard slap’. Osman fell from his throne and woke up.
100

 Just like 

Provin, Sir Thomas Roe mentions Osman’s dream involving a camel, different in content but 

with a similar message.
101
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Since according to such understandings history was leading towards the Day of 

Judgment, Turkish presence in Europe became a topos in eschatological literature. 

Associations with Biblical predictions, for instance that the Infidels would convert before the 

end of times, were frequent in early modern journals reporting the ‘Turkish’ news. 

Prognostications, short passages predicting the future on the basis of millenarian and similar 

beliefs, frequently accompanied news from the front or, in the case of the 1622 crisis, the 

streets of Istanbul. Milleniarism, belief in astrology, geomancy, omens and the ability to see 

the future were strongly present in Ottoman perceptions of history as well.
102

 Peçevi mentions 

the freezing of the Bosphorus in the winter of 1620/21 as a sign of trouble.
103

 Different 

widely spread prophecies such as that of the coming of a false prophet on a donkey or Mahdi, 

a just ruler who would take over the whole world and prepare for the second coming of Jesus 

and the Last Judgement in Islamic eschatology, could also be associated with the series of 

changes on the Ottoman throne in the 1620s. 

In the world governed by divine intervention, Osman’s destiny carried another general 

message that transcended the associations with the Ottoman world only. The young sultan’s 

death evoked commonplaces that pertained to the transience of the earthly, and to human 

humility in relation to God. Typically, the story of Osman triggered evocations of the image 

of the Goddess Fortuna.
104

 Poets, diplomats, and pamphleteers alike saw Osman’s destiny as 

a historical incarnation of the workings of the Wheel of Fortune, with Osman and Mustafa on 

its opposite poles. What was developing before them was a superb, real-life example of how 

fate can play tricks on humans: even the greatest of kings can become slaves in one day, and 

vice versa. Roe for instance observed the events as an example of the uncertainty of humane 

greatness; ‘How unstable are the estates of the greatest princes!’ commented Roe: 

He that was now in the Iawes of death, naked, starued, and dying for thirst, is become 

the Emperour, and may drinke gold, or the blood of men.
105
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Osman has fallen from the highest positions. One of the main questions in the contemporary 

debates was whether it was the Divine Providence, his own arrogance, or the anarchy that 

ruled the streets of Istanbul in May 1622 that brought him to his ruin.  

 

Disorder 

The Istanbul rebellion hooked into commonplaces that formed part of Europe-wide discourse 

on the nature of sovereignty and legitimacy of revolt, a discourse that was not necessarily 

related to the Turk. The story of Osman is a story about a rebellion against a monarch. 

Whether the deposition of a sovereign can be a legitimate act was one of the burning 

questions in political theories in East and West. These theories display a number of 

similarities and incorporate a number of commonplaces that are similar in the Ottoman and 

Christian political thought. Such similarities are primarily striking in the books of advice for 

the rulers, or nasihat-name, a popular genre in both traditions.
106

 In both contexts the essence 

of the problem was the opposition to a God-given prince. The deposition of a ruler who 

claimed a ‘divine’ nature of his sovereignty also meant a breach in the ‘natural’ or ‘divine’ 

order of the state. In debates that ensued around this issue, monarchist propaganda considered 

a rebellion against a divine monarch to be unjustified as a perversion of God’s order. Both 

traditions, however, also allow for the possibility of justified deposition of a monarch who 

transgresses his prerogatives, loses the divine support, violates his ‘contract’ with his 

subjects, and turns a tyrant. The opposition forces in both systems used this type of 

arguments.  

The main body of all political interpretations in the literature about the murder of 

Osman II, regardless of the genre (historiography, poetry, or news reports), consists of 

arguments whether Osman’s political decisions can be qualified as tyranny. Some reports 
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present him as a divine ruler who did nothing to deserve his wretched fate, appealing to his 

youth as an alleviating factor in his possible mistakes. Others strive to present Osman as a 

monarch who transgressed the province of his sovereignty, law and custom, turned a deaf ear 

to his councillors, and lost a good reputation, opening the possibility for the justification of 

the deposition and (seldom) regicide. One of the main reasons that qualified him as a tyrant in 

the eyes of the West had to do with his lack of temperance and control of his passions. Roe 

and many others thus severely criticized Osman’s arrogance, avarice and ambition as vices 

that caused his downfall.
107

 Another understanding of tyranny relied on the idea that a 

monarch is bound to his subjects by a contract.
108

 If a sovereign transgressed this contract, his 

rule could be considered a tyranny and the opposition legitimate. In the Ottoman Empire, the 

contract between the ruler and his people was framed in terms of a well-balanced human 

body, a well-steered ship, or a circle, all parts having to work together to keep things 

going.
109

 The Ottoman Kınalızade famously framed the Circle of Equity: 

There can be no royal authority without the military, 

There can be no military without wealth,  

The subjects produce the wealth,  

Justice preserves the subjects’ loyalty to the sovereign, 

Justice requires harmony in the world 

The world is a garden; its walls are the state, 

The Holy Law orders the state 

There is no support for the Holy Law except through royal authority.
110

  

 

In this type of formulations, justice (adalet) is a crucial concept that distinguishes a good rule 

from tyranny. Definitions of justice were chiefly used by elements who challenged the 

authority of the ruler.
111

 These elements stressed arguments such as that a just ruler had an 

obligation to protect the tax-paying population (reaya) from arbitrary rule that transgressed 

what is prescribed in the Islamic canon.
112

 That is why the opposition to Osman stressed his 

injustice. The pro-ruler forces on the other hand presented the sultan as a charismatic, quasi-
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divine figure, a guardian of continuity of ancient order. In the same reports Mustafa assumed 

saintly features and a fatherly role of the protector of his subjects (army). If a violent 

replacement of one sultan by another was a conceivable idea in an Ottoman context, a 

possibility of a change of the type of government was, unlike in the West, not on the agenda. 

Nevertheless, both in the West and in the Ottoman Empire, the representations of Osman, 

Mustafa, rebel leaders and their motives and characters, fitted the pre-existing patterns of 

thought that were firmly anchored in the existing political discourse.  

 

 

 

Illustration 5 - Ambrogio Lorenzetti, A tyrant depicted as a Devil, detail from Allegory of bad 

government (1339), fresco painting in the Sala dei Nove in the Town Hall of Siena. 

 

Regardless of the attitude towards Osman (and Mustafa), almost all early modern texts 

dealing with the death of Osman II express a resentment to anarchy. The polarity of order and 

disorder is the central theme both in Ottoman and Western political philosophy. Both in East 

an in West a good monarch was considered to be a guardian of order in a state. The role of 

the ruler, metaphorically represented as the shepherd or the father of his subjects, was to 

safeguard the country against destruction and anarchy. The ‘barbarous mutinies’ were 

everywhere presented as fickle, prone to perturbation and without integrity. The most 

outspoken supporters of monarchy were particularly critical. Peçevi wrote that on the second 

day of the rebellion ‘the mob rose on the devilish foot again, everything went wrong again. 

The streets were too narrow to accommodate all the crowds. People were again mean and 
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deceitful’.
113

 Sir Thomas Roe’s compared the people to a monster, objecting their lack of 

reason:  

(…) they who begun this madnesse, not meaning to hurt him, by the increase of their 

own furie, which hath no bounds, depose him agains their owne purpose, and at last 

expose his life against their will, to the counsels of other men, whom they equally hate. 

And now they mourne for their dead King, as freshly as they raged vnreasonably, 

knowing they haue stayned their honour, being the first of their Emperours they euer 

betrayed, and that they haue set vp another that in all likelihood they must change for 

disability: Nonunquam tulit documenta fors maiora, quam fragili loco starent 

superbi.
114

 

Most Western authors criticized both Osman’s government and anarchy that ruined him. Roe 

qualified the Empire as ‘sick’, long before the stereotype of the sick man of Europe was born, 

pointing out that Osman’s death was supposed to show the world ‘vpon how weake 

foundations this Monarchy was first built, but it is now shaken and corrupted; how their 

Kings are subject of the rage of a few Slaues, how Anarchy hath prepared it an easie prey to 

any able hand, that would attempt it.’
115

 His suspicion was that the rebellion could give cause 

to different factions to seek power, that private ambitions would thrive, and that a civil war 

would ruin the Ottoman Empire.  

Nearly all reports, in the East and the West, agree that things had gone badly out of 

control in Istanbul. Condemning the irrational behaviour of the masses, they almost 

unanimously state that the regicide was not the original intention of the rebels. All they had 

wished for was reconciliation, and for their ‘natural Lords and Princes’ to govern them. In a 

mass frenzy they jeopardized their own safety, which they realized only when it was too late. 

The Janissaries ‘stood amazed at their own villainy’. Whether due to Osman’s young age or 

the fact that he was considered a ‘divine’ ruler, after his funeral the city of Istanbul was left in 

great sadness, reports the Dutch ambassador Haga. People were in tears, and Osman’s 

executioners ran a serious risk of being lynched. The tension that could be felt in the streets 

of Istanbul only abated after the first Divan had been held on June 11. In three weeks’ time 
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the life in the Ottoman capital went on. The governmental crisis, however, continued for 

many months to come, leaving the Ottomans coping with the justification of the first regicide 

in their history. 

 

Conclusion 

The five earliest literary texts about the death of Sultan Osman II in 1622 had contemporary 

news reports for their source. In these reports various ideas about the Istanbul crisis and its 

participants can be discerned. These ideas relied on the commonplace images about the Turk 

and about the rebellion. In the West, the Turk was seen in the context of a political and 

religious clash between the Ottoman and the Christian world, and was attributed barbarian 

traits. Both in the Ottoman and in the Western context the crisis of 1622 also fit the 

perception of history governed by divine intervention, and tied into the political stereotypes 

related to the right to rebel against a tyrannical ruler. In sum, the interpretations of the crisis 

that brought about this Ottoman regicide were primarily political. The story of Osman 

provoked not only criticism of the Ottoman identity, but resentment to senseless violence and 

discomfort with the loss of control in a state all over Europe. In these political interpretations, 

the fate of young Osman inspired mixed feelings. For the Ottomans, the deposition of a 

young sultan was a disturbing event, although many believed such a development to be an 

outcome of a divine intervention. The Westerners also saw Osman’s deposition as God’s 

favour to the Christian world, but very few among them gloated over the outcome, since the 

story also served as a universal example of the uncertainty about the human condition. Even 

the most anti-Turkish Western authors and anti-Osman Ottomans still stood in awe before the 

shaken foundations of worldly power and the personal tragedy of a teenage boy. 


